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Abstract 

This paper deals with the generation of a reference design 
for Dual frequency DC biased resonant magnet excitation for 
the Booster ring magnets of the Triumf KAON factory. It will 
discuss the interrelation of various parameters and their op- 
timization resulting in a design which is to be implemented. 
Of primary concern is power system efficiency, as well as isola- 
tion of the AC grid from the cyclical power requirements of the 
accelerator ring magnets. Magnrt and DC bypass choke char- 
acteristics need to be carefully specified for the resonant, circuit 
to be viable. 

Introduction 

Resonant magnet excitation is generally used as a conve- 
nicnt met,hod of isolating the .4C grid from the cyclical nature 
of the forcing function required by the .4C excited magnets. 
This results in the suppression of harmonic interaction with 
the mains, and reduces the power requirements for the facil- 
ity as most of the required energy is stored in the inductive 
components of the resonant system. If the resonant system has 
a sufficiently high Q, the power requirements and hence the 
operating costs are kept to a minimum. 

Reference Design 

Magnet excitation is achieved via the series connection of 
a number of resonant cells as shown in Fig. 1, with the result 
that with the exception of leakage currents via stray reactances 
the excitation for all magnets is the same. The total number 
of resonant cells should be kept to a minimum, and is definrd 
by the peak magnet voltage to ground during the reset interval 
after extraction. This voltage for practical purposes should be 
limited to less than 15 kV peak or about 10 kV rms. Once the 
required ampere-turns for each magnet has been established, 
it becomes a matter of selecting a practical upper lirnit of the 
peak magnet current which in our case appears to be 5000 A. 
This figure is determined by consitlcring the t,otal rms current 
required for the desired magnetic field variation, and the de- 
sire of using only series strings of thyristors in the capacitor 

disconnect switch. This is as opposed to a series and parallel 
combination which is seen to be an unnecessary comp!ication 
which serves to reduce system reliability and adversely affects 
the cost. Once the peak magnet current has been selected, the 
minimum practical magnet inductance is defined. The resulting 
magnet inductance along wit,h the required di/dt then gives the 
peak voltage per magnet and dictates the number of magnets 
which may be used in each resonant cell. 

i\s may be seen in Fig. 1 only one point of the magnet ring 
is connected to ground while a number of virtual ground points 
are distributed around the ring. This permits a layout where 
the peak cell voltages are not cumrtlative around the ring, but 
limited to each resonant cell. .4s one of these virtual grouIid 
points is to be found at the center of the DC bypass choke, 
it is possible to place magnets symmet,rically on either side of 

Fig. 1. Typical cell interconnection 

the choke, effectively doubling the number of magnets for each 

resonant cell. 
DC bias is provided by a large central DC bias power supply. 

which acts as a precision DC current regulator. The total volt- 
age requirement of this supply configuration is determined by 
the DC resistance of the magnets and of the DC bypass chokes. 
Due to the placement of the supply at a high AC impedance 
point in the ring virtually none of the AC component of the 
magnet/choke current is seen by t,hc supply and therefore it’s 
current rating can be limited to the maximllm DC bias current. 

A large central supply is preferred for economic reasons as 
the supply cost is necessarily lower than for a number of lower 
voltage high current units distributed about the ring. This re- 
duces system complexity through a reduction of the total num- 
ber of components both in terms of power supplies as well as 
the amount of auxiliary equipment rcquircd. 

For a distributed resonance system to be viable, the compo- 
nents of this resonant system in terms of inductance and capac- 
itance must be carefully controlled. The magnets and the DC 
bypass choke must be manufactured in a way which achieves the 
desired inductances to a close tolerance. Individual crll tuning 
is then achieved by adjusting the required resonant capacitors 
in each cell during commissioning. Further trimming is then 
required to achieve a constant resonant frequency within ac- 
ceptable tolerance limits for the machine. The choice of DC 
bypass choke inductance is of consequence, because it’s induc- 
tance in parallel with the effect,ive magnet inductance per cell 
defines the resonant capacitance required a.s well as the peak 
current that the capacit,or disconnect, switch IKT& to interrupt. 
A value of inductance about equal to the effective magnet in- 
ductance appears to be the optimlun brrszd on the relative cost 
of the resonant capacitors and that of the transformer wound 
DC bypass choke. 
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-4s may be seen from Fig. 1 the .4C losses are replenished 
using distributc~d pulse forming networks which are powered by 

a single large high voltage supply. The output of this supply is 
highly filtered resulting in essentially a DC current being drawn 

which further isolates the AC power grid from the pulsed load- 

Fig. 2. Magnet current and cell excitation. 

ing. AC power loss makeup is supplied during the acceleration 
period of the magnet ramp up waveform to reduce the voltage 
rcquiremmt to l/3 of that required during the reset interval. 
This appears to be feasible without adversely affecting the ris- 
ing magnet,ic field. This will be verified during full power tests 
on a prototype Booster magnet which is under construction. 
The distrihutrd nature of the pulse forming networks as well 
as the DC bypass chokes is dictated by the .4C losses for the 
booster Dipole ring which are estimated to be of the order of 
2 MW. A single multiple primary .- multiple secondary central 
choke does not appear to be feasible. 

Selected circuit parameters: 

Booster dipole L = 5 rr111 

Magnets per cell 5 
Magnel inductor/cc ~11 25 mh 

Number of cells 5 
DC bypass Choke L = 25 r1111 

DC bias current 3500 A 

Peak current 5000 A 

Cap switch 30 kV working Q 1415 Arms/leg 

Total Cap/ccl1 1820 UF 
DC bias supply GO0 VDC @ 3500 ADC 0.01% CI reg 

PrN supply 2500 VDC 8 800 ADC 0.1% CV reg 

Tl le various circuit, paramc’tcrs a.r~~ bring investigate-d at, 
porwr usmg a test stand designed for 1000 A peak magnet, 
currc,nt excitation. D<lal frc’clupncy excitation at, 33.3 Hz ris- 
ing and 100 Hz falling having so far lx~~n achieved to 400 A 
peak to peak with a 400 A DC bias 1~~1. Further work is pro- 
ceeding with tllcx aim of powcxring two srries resonant cells, and 
ultimately t,o test thr> prototype Booster dip& magnet at full 

7. p<~n-t’l’ I< I!Lylrr’ - 5 *o,vs ‘1 .] &II<% Il~:ign(~t I:lirrrxt (x<.ii;ttion wiiv(‘form 
acliic~vc~tl to tlaic,. 
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